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Expand PodiumCase for food sampling 

Counter with antimicrobial top & transport box on wheels
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The top contains the active ingredient  
Silver, which damages bacteria and  
prevents the growth of mold and fungi.

The Protec+™ technology, developed by 
BioCote® eliminates contamination that is 
found on untreated surfaces.

Already have an Expand PodiumCase?
Upgrade to the BioCote® protected top to serve food  
and beverage samples in a safer and more hygienic way.

Equip your counter
To find out more about how to equip your counter  
with a header, monitor and brochure holder -  
visit expandmedia.com

A counter that is easy to travel with
The Expand PodiumCase is a transport box on wheels, 
where you can pack all your things. On location, you 
easily turn it into a spacious counter. It provides a large 
surface for food sampling and for your customers to 
gather around at your event.

The food sampling top 
The BioCote® protected top is perfect for food  
companies who need a clean and sanitary surface to 
serve food and beverage samples. Creates a hygienic 
surface and provides secondary support to existing 
cleaning regimes and fight against contamination.

On the inside, there are detachable  
shelves, which provide you with lots  
of storage space.

IMPROVES
SURFACE HYGIENE

REDUCES
STAINS AND ODOURS

EXTENDS
PRODUCT LIFETIME

What does BioCote® Technology do?
BioCote Technology creates surfaces
upon which microbes do not survive.

To create the counter, just open the box and put on the table top. 
Cover the front with a graphic wrap with your message or logo.


